DISCLAIMER
Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. Since the rediscovery by Walsh (1) in 1955, atomic absorption spectroscopy has become a very important technique for chemical analyses. More than 60 elements are determined routinely by using this technique (2) . The sensitivity and the detection limits of these elements under specified analytical conditions have been published (2, 3, 4, 5) . The limiting sensitivity that is usually reported represents the concentration of a metal that will produce 1 per cent absorption. The detection limit is defined '
generally as the concentration in water solution that gives a signal twice the size of background variability (6) . The background variability is the intrinsic instrumental fluctuation. Thus, by definition, an elemental detection limit may be interpreted as a form of signal-to-n6ise ratio. From an analytical point of view, the important quantity is the minimum concentration of metal that can be measured with useful precision. It is common knowledge that the precision and accuracy of sample absorption measurements become increasingly unsatisfactory as the detection limit is approached. improve the precision and accuracy of measurements, an integration readout system was incorporated into our spectrophotom eter system. By integrating the output signal from the spectrophotometer for a given period of time, the net charge consisting of information signal and noise can be accumulated.
In this process, if the noise is random and the information signal is unidirectional, the information signal-to-noise ratio is improved because the noise component, at least to some extent, cancels itself out and thus, accumulates at a relatively slower rate. There are expensive, sophisticated systems that can do this efficiently, but for our purposes, the relatively inexpensive analog integration system was used. The system was that of
Harrison and Berry (7) with several modifications . The analog integrator as presented by Harrison and Berry (7) was unstable with our spectrophotometer system when the input signal was small. This instability was traced to the time delay relay that was specified by Harrison and Berry (7).
The relay caused baseline drift as its temperature. increased after being energized. This is to be expected since the manufacturers ' specification The preceding paragraph gives the components and the general operation of the integrator itself. In actual practice, the balancing of the integrator amplifiers was done by the use of both the integrator null meter and the recorder. The integrator null meter was used for coarse adjustment only. For fine adjustment, switch S2 was thrown to the integrating z mode and the amplifier balance control was adjusted until the trace on the recorder chart showed no drift.
After the integrator amplifiers have been balanced, the chart baseline for sample analysis was set by adjusting the absorption range control of the recorder readout accessory until the trace on the recorder chart showed no drift. This was done with the water (other solvents) aspirating in the flaming burner and the integrator set for operation, i.e, switches S2 and S4
in the integrating and the operating modes and switch S3 at the selected integrating capacitor. In order to obtain easier control, the original The traces obviously became noisier as the scale expansion was increased.
Thus, it was necessary to increase the noise suppression also. By the use of sufficiently high noise suppression setting most of the noise is eliminated. The peak and the baseline on the traces become easier to establish, but a certain amount of uncertainty involved in establishing these is not eliminated. Furthermore, high noise suppression, particularly setting 5, is very rarely used in our work, because of limited samples.
The minimum recommended sample aspiration time when using noise suppression setting of 4 and 5 is 40 and 120 seconds, respectively. These disadvantages are made minimal by.the use of the integrator. SE. 3X
